Spinal dural closure without suture: Minimizing the risk of CSF leakage with a flat non-penetrating titanium U-clip.
The classic surgical spinal dural closure technique in surgery on intradural lesions is performed with continuous suture or loose stitches using 4-0 to 6-0 polypropylene monofilament or nylon suture. Dural closure with suture causes irritant damage to the dural/arachnoid interface. The penetrating suture causes new dural holes. Even the needle of the suture can cause harm to the patient and the surgeon. For these reasons, other non-penetrating techniques for dural closure have been sought. The purpose of this review was to show the efficacy of using the titanium clip (U-clip) (Ligaclip-MCA of Ethicon Endo-Surgery, LLC, Medical GmbH, Norderstedt, Germany) with a flat internal surface in spinal neurosurgical procedures, and to evaluate the effects of its use on post-operative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). We performed a retrospective analysis of a cohort of 50 consecutive patients who underwent intradural spinal surgeries for intradural spinal lesions in the neurosurgery department of our institution between 2013 and 2018. The mean follow-up period was 27 months. No patient developed a post-operative cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) dural-cutaneous fistula. CSF leakage was not observed in the control MRIs at 6 weeks. We describe, for the first time, the use of this type of U-clip with a flat inner side. The non-penetrating titanium U-clip facilitates effective and rapid dural closure at all spinal levels due to its flat internal face when closed. The U-clips did not cause significant artefacts or distortions on the magnetic resonance imaging.